May 2, 2017

College of Arts and Sciences Chairs’ Meeting

Present: Medora Barnes, Cecile Brennan, Rebecca Drenovsky, Jeffrey Dyck, Tina Facca-Meiss,
Margaret Farrar, Peggy Finucane, Penny Harris, Marty Hendren, Matthew Johnson, Daniel
Kilbride, Angela Krueger, Anne Kugler, Graciela Lacueva, Kathy Lee, Patrick Mullane, Kathleen
Manning, Maria Marsilli, Pam Mason, Sheila McGinn, Phil Metres, Keiko Nakano, Mike Nichols,
Tamba Nlandu, Mindy Peden, Martha Pereszlenyi-Pinter, Cathy Rosemary, Debby Rosenthal,
Michael Setter, Barb D’Ambrosia for Paul Shick, Andy Welki, Sheri Young
M. Farrar – Introduction to new department chairs
CH – Mike Nichols
CLMC – Gwen Compton-Engle
ED – Cathy Rosemary, Mark Storz
HS – Matt Berg
SC – Rich Clark
Announcements –
Listening sessions will be held on Wednesday, May 3rd, Faculty and Staff session will be held from 23:30 in the LSC. Please encourage dept. faculty and staff to attend.
Enrollment numbers are up from 657 at this time last year to 754 currently. The hard work that
everyone did really made a difference.
There will be money for travel requests this year. Not as much as in years past so please prioritize.
Please send guidelines to department faculty. Deadline for submission to the CAS Dean’s office is
July 3, 2017.
Department Chair evaluation; expect individual feedback and commentary over the summer. The
general result will be discussed at the CAS Chairs retreat, tentatively scheduled for Aug. 21-22.
More information to come.
The spring faculty meeting will be held on May 10, 3:30-5:00 in the LSC.
Budgets –Dennis Hareza is developing an initiative toward more budget transparency. Expect
requests regarding spending on PT faculty and establishing baselines; actual spending based on
classes that we offer. More strategic spending is needed.
2. Introduction – Marty Hendren, Registrar, Angela Krueger, Asst. Registrar – Transfer Credit
Initiatives (Handout Distributed )
Research was conducted by Angela Krueger, in conjunction with Fairfield University which resulted
in 2 initiatives presented to the Faculty Council and CAP.
• Reinstituting the practice of vetting 100/200 level courses in the Registrar’s Office.
• Accepting a score of 3 for all AP courses.
It was determined that the vetting of 100-200 level courses will be the primary responsibility of the
Registrar’s Office where they will implement standardization of vetting 100-200 level courses by
applying the standard rubric from National Best Standards and Practices. Concerns include:
• Course equivalency in the Sciences will need to be evaluated by someone in the field.
• How much of the 70% is content is related to the learning outcomes?
1.

M. Hendren responded that it was anticipated that the Sciences may be a problem. Easing in may be
a better way to approach these issues. The Registrar’s office will communicate with each
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department until a comfort level is established. Angela Krueger explained that they have spoken to
other institutions and will meet with chairs to build, track, and provide consistency over time.
Faculty from TRS and BL had concerns about the volume of new courses to vet, vetting
comparability, and AP courses. Sheri Young requested that data be sent so that she could discuss
with the PS faculty. Marty Hendren encouraged the chairs to send an email if they would like to
meet with Angela before the semester ends.
M. Farrar stated that it must be understood that most institutions have this practice standardized in
the Registrar’s office and expressed thanks that Marti, Angela, and their team are willing to take this
on.
3. Introduction of Patrick Mullane, Exec. Dir. of Career Services – CAS Professional Development
Program (Handout distributed)
A survey was sent out for the purpose of Arts & Sciences to gain a better understanding of the
Professional Development Program (PDP). P. Mullane began by saying that the PDP will not add
nor take away from the faculty’s workload. Currently, Career Services is in the process of adapting
and revising what the Boler School of Business is doing. In Boler, students must complete 28
requirements over seven semesters in order to graduate which does not play out well. Arts &
Sciences sat down to determine the core requirements and electives. There are 6 items that are
required, four to be completed by Jr. year and two by Sr. year. Working closely with Michelle
Halloran (Dir. BSOB Student Professional Dev. Program) CAS determined a number of career
courses, with the exception of internship courses, to move toward the goal of offering a
curriculum to the student body next year. Career services has engaged with CAS to develop a pilot
program in order to gage the student’s experience. Departments are needed to join in the pilot
program. P. Mullane requested that the willing departments identify a few students trained in
event coordination that can help facilitate the pilot program. It is hoped that alumni will
participate in presenting information to students and help them prepare to make their desires a
reality. Last year there were 11-15 career events, this year they are looking toward a goal of 200.
Workshops would be one and a half hours in length with appointments as an elective component.
May consider moving some things to co-hort advising. The vision is for the JCU development
program to recruit within the majors. All students ideally will:
• Meet with faculty to discuss their experience.
• Meet with Jr.’s and Sr.’s
• Meet with Alumni that are 5 years out, in order to articulate their experiences.
Patrick Mullane added that they will also be looking into capstone requirements and a certificate in
professional development. Please indicate your interest to the Dean, or Associate Dean’s. The
initial goal is to have the rules and regulations figured out and a decent delivery system for tracking.
Conversations should start by mid-June. Career Services will send information to Dean Farrar for
dispersal to the chairs.
4. M. Farrar – Thanks and gratitude for all that the chairs have done over the AY 2016-2017.
Meeting Adjourned: 5:00 pm
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